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View from balcony 04.05hrs this morning 



Mission Remarks 

Viking 1 Hot wire anemometer. Operated for ~40 sols. Hourly averages 
archived 

Viking 2 Hot wire anemometer. Operated for 1050 sols. Hourly averages 
archived. 

Pathfinder 
ASI/MET 

Hot film anemometer.  Operated  for 83 sols (650,000 
measurements)  Power constrained – superheat inadequate during 
strong turbulent convection – calibrated dataset not released. 
 

Pathfinder 
Windsock 

3 windsocks on mast, imaged by camera to estimate aerodynamic 
roughness.  A handful of measurements only.  

Phoenix Telltale indicator, imaged by camera.  >7000 measurements over 150 
sols  (not evenly sampled) 

MSL/ 
Curiosity 

2 Hot film anemometers. One damaged by debris on landing.  Other 
failed after a few years 

Mars Polar Lander, Beagle 2 had wind sensors, but were lost.  Mars Exploration 

Rovers Spirit & Opportunity have no meteorological instrumentation  



The Viking 2 met package at the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum 

Weibull fit to speed data,  R. Lorenz, J. Spacecraft and Rockets, 1996 



Telltale ‘better than nothing’.  Somewhat 

inefficient data-wise, and labor-intensive to 

reduce, but in fact a worthwhile archive was 

generated of some >7000 measurements, 

allowing turbulent fluctuations, diurnal cycle and 

seasonal trends to be identified.  



Mars windspeed probabilities are well-described by the 2-parameter Weibull 

distribution (used in terrestrial wind-energy projects), as noted by Lorenz 

(Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 1996).  







A new source of wind data ?  The 

Viking 2 seismometer is widely 

dismissed as being contaminated 

by wind noise. In fact it was 

sampled much more often than the 

anemometers themselves, so may 

(presently being explored with 

NASA MFRP funding, along with a 

data restoration/archiving effort) 

provide some new insights.  



Viking Seismometer record  VL2-M-SEIS-5-RDR-V1.0“  recently archived on PDS 

(Geosciences Node).  Includes summary product with nearest-neighbor meteorology 

readings  



Generally ~1s amplitude/frequency measurements in 51s strings.  Some 20Hz 

High rate data with ~1s summary/meteorology data 

Persistence is evident in the record  



Character of wind time series on short timescales is well-captured by AR(1) 

random-walk model.   Von Karman turbulence model used in aeronautics is 

similarly-generated (low- or band-pass filtered white noise). 

 

Can introduce longer-term correlation, and known periodic variations 

Huygens Doppler winds, expressed as a time series 

Lorenz (2017, submitted) 





Mission Formulation 

Design, assembly, testing 

(instruments and flight systems)  

Launch 

Flight operations 

Science Planning  

Huygens descent and Cassini 

results 

Anomalies and resolution 

Future mission concepts 

 

196 pages  325 images 

$36    $24!  on Amazon 

 

UK Publication April 2017 

US release May 2017 









 Plotted are the binned counts of dust devils on Earth (Ryan and Carroll, 1970), and on 

Mars from the Spirit rover (Greeley et al, 2006) and from Mars Express (Stanzel et al., 

2007).  Differential power law slopes of -1 and -2 are shown at right. 

Lorenz and Jackson,  Dust Devil Populations and Statistics, Space Science Reviews, in 

press   (ISSI volume) 













Conclusions 

 

Landed wind measurements still sorely needed. 

 

Viking Seismometer dataset may be of interest meteorologically 

 

Average wind values are not very meaningful – the geological record, and 

hazards, are typically driven by the long tail of the distribution.  

 

A variety of distributions can be used  to describe wind speed statistics: Weibull 

is popular, but is not the only one, and may (like any other 2-parameter 

distribution) fail to capture rare but distinct conditions. 

 

Useful comparisons can be made with GCMs, mesoscale models.   Merit of 

Markov (and hidden Markov) models not yet explored. 

 

Dust devils really are bigger on Mars, but maybe only by a factor of 3… 
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